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Michelle
PLEASE HELP!!!! I was enticed to the OroGold location in Maui on Sept 12th. The salesman charged 
my card $3500!!!! I agreed to pay $340. Guess what? They charged me that too. I have spent everyday 
on the phone with customer service. The woman I have been in contact with couldn’t believe that the 
salesmen told me: 1.) He is the owner’s son 2.) the products are made with restalyn and collagen 3.) 
The ingredients come from some lake in Japan 4.)There is a 30 day money back guarantee ( He told me
about the refund after I wasn’t very impressed with his demonstration. He said it would take a month to
“really see the results. These claims (and countless others) are totally false. Then I actually received a 
phone call from the salesman!! He would ask me question, then continuously speak over me. He didn’t 
listen to a word I said. Finally the owner of the Maui location called me. He said he would be willing to
refund me $600, but that doesn’t even come close to the almost 4000 dollars they have charged my 
credit card. My credit card company isn’t being very helpful either. I am a Registered Nurse. Needless 
to say, there’s no way I can afford to pay that amount. So now I have boxes full of Orogold products. I 
will not even try them. Does anyone know of some way I can solve this problem? This has brought me 
and my husband (who was with me the entire time) loads of unnecessary stress. Please help me. Any 
ideas would be greatly appreciated.

Anne
I’ve just had a week in Hawaii being pestered by these people. Wherever I went there they were 
running after me telling me how beautiful I was or what a gorgeous dress I was wearing . Even my 
handbag had a compliment. I finally relented and was drawn into having the “free” facial. Despite the 
different combinations and deals being offered I remained strong and didn’t buy anything much to the 
annoyance of the sales person. The woman even wanted to prove to me that I was getting a real 
discount by showing me their Internet prices! These people have no pride nor do they care about 
ripping off people who generally cannot afford to buy these products.

Sharon
I too had bad experience in Waikiki. After walking by and saying no twice another person came at and 
just took my hand and took me in shop. The peel on the hand trick and the eye serum. Said I could have
it for a hundred dollars less than price and charged me full price anyway. I went to leave and he 
grabbed my hand again to show me more stuff. I was adamant I didn’t want it and wouldn’t use it. He 
hounded me , kept adding products and dropping price. He was getting angrier as I wasn’t interested. 
Finally I gave in to get out of there. Spent $1500 on stuff I didn’t want. To make matters worse when I 
did try it I had an allergic reaction. Face like a hundred bee stings and lips ten times their normal size. 
Has taken a week to nearly look normal. Do not buy this product.

Pam
I am currently vacationing in Oahu and yesterday we visited the high end Sheraton Hotel on Waikiki 
beach. This Orogold store is located in the lobby and just like the other reviews I was given a free 
sample and coerced into the store where same Israel type pushy salespeople were. I got off lucky 
because I used my husband as an excuse to escape.
Interesting note: This Sheraton Hotel is the host hotel for the NFL Pro-bowl this weekend. All the NFL 
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players/press/cheerleaders are staying here and we saw this at check-in. Orogold is going to cash in big 
time!!!!!

Dennis
The Israelie women are now flogging this product with the exact same tactics to the tourists in Waikiki.
I walked through the lobby of the Sheraton Waikiki and unfortunately stopped for the free sample. BIG 
MISTAKE. I was given the exact same treatments and then shown the prices. $750 for 3 products. BUT
WAIT. Because I was attending some unknown convention the price was reduced to a mere $270. Scam
artists all around.

Sheranda
Not only did I stupidly buy the products my bank called just about an hour ago to tell me a very large 
purchase was charged to the card I used to pay for the products. The Vino Vera kiosk in Town center 
mall in Kennesaw Georgia is a scam do not purchase anything from them.

Made false claims about there product that irritated my skin from the test sample she applied.When I tried 
to return it thirty minutes later she said it was supposed to do that,I said no. She then tried to get me to 
make an exchange because apparently they do not do refunds, I said I was not interested in anymore of 
the products after a negative affect from one,She still insisted that was normal. She then told me they 
would not trust me taking the stuff I paid over 400$ for that they might not would credit me then.She tried to
get me to talk to “the manager” on the phone I refused. So I left the products and am out over 400$.Yay. 

The products also didnt have the stuff listed in the ingredients that she claimed it to have. Fun day. 

JANUARY 30, 2017REPLY 

Sharon Harris
Unscrupulous sales tactics, misleading pricing, false statements — if you get lured into an Oro Gold 
store and a handsome guy with a middle eastern accent tells you what beautiful skin you have, say 
thank you and get out of there fast! I got hooked into buying several items, only to discover the price 
was more than twice what I thought I was paying and the receipt was marked “Final Sale/No Returns”. 
Don’t let this happen to you!
APRIL 21, 2017

Renee Knight
Exactly what happened to me, except that I had a bad reaction to the product. Legitimate skin care 
companies know that you need to try a product for at least a month to see if it works for you, yet a 15 
day no return only exchange policy, which they conceal. They tell you you’ll get money back if not 
satisfied, but then they show you the policy & the receipt you gave with the policy cleverly folded so 
you never saw it!  They tried to sell me a sensitive skin line, but I really do not want any of their 
products. I want to get rid of the product I have, have it tested & get a refund & something for the 
reaction.  I have scabs on my face because the glue like product balled up on my face.  I was told by 
sales lady to rinse off with cool water & when I called to tell them the product balled up & would not 
come off, they told me to rinse it off with warm water. That did not work either.  I had to literally pull 
the little balls off with tweezers. That’s not normal! Then over the couse of three days, my face went 
from red & sore, to thick & square looking, to detoxing and oozing lymph in an attempt to create scabs,
for two days.  Now on antibiotics, prednisone & antihistamines for using a supposed gentle peel.

I’m sure there is more danger to this product & company than mere poor sales ethic and bad customer 
service! What I’ve read is shocking!
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Kim
I had a good experience originally, but also bought so much product that I didn’t need.. now, my skin is
freaking out.  I have always been super fortunate and have had very minimum blemishes on my skin, so
lucky.. and now, I look like I am 15 and have breakouts everywhere. I haven’t used many of the 
products I purchased and logged on to see the return policy since I, too was told $ back guarantee… 
however, after reading all this, looks like I gave 5K to the Karma Bank.

mita
I am so fooled. Basicly I don’t need these products, but seriously the israel guy who insisted me to buy 
is really aggresive, so I bought the peel serum and eye cream and eye serum, it all cost $598. After 
walked out from the counter, I got to return to the store, small booth in westfield mall, san francisco. I 
decided to get refund and told him that I don’t need these products. He was a bit upset and tried to give 
me another long lecture about how those products good for my skin.. Keep saying my face is a business
card. He said there is no refund policy. I’m shocked cause they didn’t tell it at first time and no sign at 
the counter saying it. Directly I tried to contact the customer service and sent them an email asking for 
refund. Hope I can have the refund. It’s a good lesson for me, never ever again being fooled with the 
aggressive smooth talk.

Nancy
Walked by Orogold store in Fashion Place Mall in Midvale
Utah and was approached by guy working there. He asked me to go in
the store because he had a face cream mosturizer for my face. I
walked in and I told him I didn’t have money to spend. He said back
you don’t need money its ok. I was killing time while my husband
was a few stores down. He put the face cream and gave compliments
until he was blue in the face. then walked over to another desk and
asked if my debt card has a butterfly on it. i was not sure what he
meant… my mistake i pulled it out. he then asked me to hand him
my debt card to show me the butterfly. he took it from my hand and
offered me multiple deals and continuously tried to get me to agree
to him running my card. after going back forth with him trying to
run and me saying no I told him in a stern voice you will not run
my card give it back. he gave the card back and i left the store. i
told my husband who is an officer and who is 6’1″ and 260lbs and he
went to the store and confronted the guy. he told him to stop
harassing people and if he ever tries to do something like that
again to me he would have to deal with him.

doreen
Oro Gold is a complete SCAM and their marketing/sales
tactics are REVOLTING like their products. I live in Kensington and
they have opened another store on the High Street which means more
HARASSMENT as I go about my daily errands. Yesterday I was in the
Mayfair area (St. Molten Street) and was besieged (along with every



other women) by Oro Gold’s militia otherwise known as their “sales”
force. It’s one thing to stand outside a shop and give out products
and another thing to place 5 employees outside their store to
harass passersby with cat calls. It’s a pathetic attempt by this
company to generate sales. If you have somehow been LURED into
their shops, RUN for the exit!!!! I have complained to the council
and   will complain to better business bureau!   Hopefully with enough
support we can get this company and their “sales” staff off our
streets!!!! BEWARE of ORO GOLD and thanks so much for getting the
word out!!!

Eileen Donaldson
Unlike other complainants I was overwhelmed by kindness and love by a really delightful and 
understated young lady. I had just disembarked from a 16 hour flight at OR Thambo Airport in 
Johannesburg and was looking for a much needed coffee before my onward flight. This lovely lady 
approached me with a sample and I just laughed and said I was only looking for a decent cup of 
coffee ! Before I knew it I was sitting down having a lovely cream patted onto my very tired eyes. It 
made a difference and I was happy to purchase that and the serum for R4,600. She also bought me a 
coffee after commenting that the only best coffee came from her country – Brazil.
Then another beautiful girl appeared and said “Just try this” She was equally lovely and they both kept 
calling me “Mummy” as I am only just on the right side of 70. I kept saying no no no, that I was more 
than happy with the eye package and was not buying anything else.. Yes the cream around my wrinkly 
mouth did make a difference but I still was not prepared to buy anything else. Then they came up with”
an idea”. If I agreed to take the full package at R30,000 and was prepared to let them use my before 
and after photos in their shop in Las Vegas , then I could pay R500 per month for 5 years. Well maybe 
that was possible thought I. One lady showed me a slip showing the R500 monthly payments. But I 
came away with my two eye products a “free: hand cream and two till slips one for R4,500 and the 
other for R30,000 !! Unfortunately I was now rushing for my onward flight so I did not check the slips 
till I got home ! I had no official receipt. Two days later the so called 5 year supply arrived. No 
company address was on the parcel and there was no delivery note or invoice in the box. Now I am 
unhappy. I checked with my bank and found that the R4,600 had been deducted from my card as had 
R30,000 !! I am shocked and unhappy that these two very delightful young ladies were so kind to me 
yet were crooking me at the same time. they said they were from Brazil but I have discovered that one 
of them at least is from Israel – there was her beautiful face as plain as could be. I am busy checking 
everyone else now and so is my bank ! Its not the product, it is the dishonesty. I cannot even bear to 
look at it now let alone use my 5 years worth of beautiful packaged apparently miracle products. Sad 
sad sad. And more fool me !! Was I vulnerable at the time – very much so. Was I flattered by such 
warmth and kindness – very much so. Was I stupid – probably but I have yet to have that confirmed !

JANUARY 21, 2014REPLY 
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vina Hayden
Hi Eileen
I cant believe that something so similar happened to me last year. I was at OR Airport in 
Johannesburg waiting for my flight to London. As the customs confiscated my night cream in my 
hand luggage I was quite happy to accept a sample of hand cream from the young gentleman at the
Orogold kiosk. Before I could walk further he complimented me on my lovely skin and wanted to 
show me something amazing. As I had quite a long wait for my next flight I sat down and then the 
sales pitch started. He kept on offering me various products with a “free sample” with every one I 
purchased. The counter in front of me looked like the skyline of New York with all the various 
beautiful packaging of Orogold. The “special” price he gave me with all the discounts came of 
R12200. I said no thanks but then he said I could use my credit card and pay over 2 years. Well, by 
that time I was quite moggy and agreed, putting my card into their machine. It was first rejected as 
it was over my limit but then he said lets try again. Eventually it accepted the entry and I went off 
with my bagful of cosmetics. He said I could return it for a full refund if not happy and even gave me
his cell number. I was sick to my stomach and could not believe that I was spoken into this deal. I 
had a call from my bank to check the amount. All the way to Lonson I kept on pinching myself that 
this was just a bad dream. What was my husband going to say?! I arrived at Heathrow and when I 
wanted to withdraw some pounds, my card was rejected! I sent the guy from Orogold an sms which
read”what have you done to me! I cannot even draw some money for a coffee as my card had been 
maxxed”.
During the next few days he and I had exchanged a couple of smsses with his saying that he would 
refund the full amount on my return to South Africa the next week. To cut a long story short, I did 
eventually get a R12200 refund on my credit card after having to pay for the two samples that he 
had given me for my daughter in London. I did however have to make quite a few calls to the 
superviser in Johannesburg before they agreed. I cannot believe that I was so lucky to get a refund 
and extremely grateful for that. You imagine that I give Orogold a wide berth whenever I stop over at
OR Tambo en route to London when every time I get accosted by their very slick sales people. I 
also cannot believe that the have not been kicked out of airports and shopping malls all over the 
world.

+Zhou
I got suckered into this store today, but fortunately I hated their sales tactics and I didn’t buy their 
claims. She used the exfoliating lotion on my arm and it seemed like lots of dead skin came off. I was 
reading the back of the box and nothing on there could exfoliate skin like that. I asked the sales woman 
what the exfoliating agent was and she said it was gold. By then, I was certain that they were just 
making up crap and selling pure quackery, so I left the store and didn’t purchase anything.
Pure
This is an interesting link that gives even more information about this cosmetic mafia:

http://marga.voxpublica.org/2012/08/oro-gold-cosmetics-scam/
It is mentioned that they probably do money laundering…that would explain why they have the funds 
to open up shops in the entire world and getting their sale staff from Israel…oh dear! C list Denise 
Richards is now their celeb patron…good grief…

Nat
OroGOLD ,Premier Dead sea cosmetics, SOAP and CO , the shop named SAKARE in convent garden 
and elsewhere in London.Is all owned by the same group.  It is a billion dollar scam that they have 
operated for years.Its all over the world and they are hated in the USA.The people they hire often work 
her illegally from Israel.The products are a complete scam and they don’t work at all , if u are lucky 
.With me there eyecream made my eyes sore and red after 1 week and my wrinkles was huge after 1 
week use and they still are damadged skin around the eye eria. 

http://marga.voxpublica.org/2012/08/oro-gold-cosmetics-scam/


Yesudeep Mangalapilly
Namaste,
I’d also like to add that BE VERY CAREFUL if you
buy anything over there. The receipt I got didn’t
list all of the products, there was no proper breakdown,
and the receipt didn’t even carry their brand name for God’s sake!
I feel so bloody helpless right now. I wish someone would
take all this information I just gave out and sue the hell
out of these morons.

Hollis
SCAM SCAM SCAM!!! They just ripped off my 18-year-old daughter for 1000’s of dollars, high 
pressure sales, same things you read here. Completely took advantage of her, lied to her, and loaded her
up with a bag of products (neck lifts, crows feet remedies etc). She’s 18 years old, not 58 (like me). 
They picked on the wrong mom’s kid. I’m going to make their lives miserable until they give a total 
refund, including fraud charges if I can get the job done. Google these guys. SCAM SCAM SCAM.

David
The way to deal with all those Israeli con artists is to Contact immigration
Even going to the mall management is not helpful because they get rent from those kiosks
The Israelis here have no work visa so they all here illegals and work for cash maybe the owners 
are legal but most of the workers not . Once you mention immigration they will keep low profile 
of course they lie they have papers but they don’t.
You need to give immigration there locations what malls they are in
They told my friend who walked with a bag of Dillard’s perfume
return it to Dillard I have the same perfume half price
This were Israeli in a perfum kiosk needless to say even the perfum look the same as Tommy Hilfiger 
From Macy’s. and the same box it was wrapped in a plastic wrap .look brand new. It was a fake. Most 
likely those perfumes are all made in china I heard many of the Dead Sea creams are made in china
Even it is said made in USA it doesn’t say it on the product itself so. The box is made in USA but the 
product who knows where
They are professional liars and thieves they buy the creams for $3 or $5 ship them in big 
containers to America. They make tensand hundred percents of profits so even a cream that the 
original price is $149 if they will sell it for $20 they still make profit

Marry
The Israelis who works in the mall has no work visa they are illegal
The owners of the dea sea companies hire them and they
work on commission only and get paid cash
The company doesn’t pay any taxes having illegal workers
The mall management will not do anything as long as the rent is paid so the best is to contact 
immigration INS will come to the malls and close the kiosks



Naz

Hi hanne
I just wana say that oro gold people are sooo annoying
I work next door and they always scare my customers away my manager told them soo many times 
not too come in our door way
They are soo pushy with people it’s soo unbelievable
I mean I stand and watch them how they lie to people about their product
Even they knw I work next door to them they try and sell me their stupid product
They need too be stoppped
1.JUNE 20, 2013REPLY 

Lora
I had the same experience and also felt hypnotized as I spent thousands of dollars. I returned them 2 hours
later and was told I could only exchange them, no cash refund.
If you look at your receipts you will probably see that, like mine, the return policy was folded under and was
not visible. I am suing in small claims court and have a court date on July 19th. Wish me luck!

tamar
Unfortunately this article hits close to home for me. I am Israeli, and these pushy salespeople are quite 
the phenomenon. Usually they are young people fresh out of the army, usually using the Israeli 
“hutzpa” (sass) to work illegally (!!) for stalls and shops in malls all over the world. It pains me this is 
the way people see israelis, bit unfortunately these young people are compensated heavily for selling a 
lot of products so it causes said pushiness and unpleasant buying experience. Sorry you had to go 
through it, but good for you for being true and honest to yourself and saying no.

1.MAY 1, 2013REPLY 

Hanne
I read somewhere that these people are almost all Israeli fresh out of the army and that they go to 

western countries to wok hard for a few months… Hope they will solve is situation soon! Xx

I had a similar experience on South Molton st. They gave me a sample and started asking me a bunch of 
questions about what products i use and basically implied that they weren’t doing a good job and i should

try theirs. I asked them what sort of brand they were and if they used natural or organic ingredients 
(because at first I was genuinely interested) but in reply I got a “well, you can read, the ingredients are on 
the back”. At that point, I just said thanks and walked off. I’m sorry to hear you were hassled so much. 
Sometimes sales people scare me. 
Hoa
Hi all,
I had the same experience today at their South Molton St store near Bond Street station.
The salesman was really pushed me onto buying products and didnt let me leave the store.
I was really intimidated when they keep asking about everything I use for my skincare and keep 
comparing, droping the price.
Wish that I have read this earlier.
Had such a horibble experience. Wouldnt walk pass that store ever again.
They made me buy the skin peel product and wouldnt refund it when I change my mind later, in like 5 
mins. I kept saying that I want to try put the sample first.
Feel so stupid as they trick me out a lot of money.
STAY AWAY from this brand if you dont want to get scam out of your money.

Author
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Hanne

I know! I don’t understand how it’s legal either! I think they got lots of complaints from all around the world 
already, but obviously not enough… :/

1.APRIL 29, 2013REPLY 

LittleMissSCB
That was horrible. I’m glad you stood your ground!
I had a similar incident happen to me in Sydney. I’m not sure about what the company’s name was,
but your story was so similar to what happened to me. The sales representative also kept trying to 
offer me a deal with the combination of products they had. After I kept politely declining a purchase 
they kept persisting and also began to get a little desperate and aggressive.

I trialled a scrub they had which also “peeled” off the dead skin, but I wasn’t even allowed to see the 
ingredients list. Eventually I got tired of being polite and just walked away…
Such a bad way to get customers. 
Isabel
First time I’ve heard of Oro Gold was from a YouTuber, she got away at least. But it’s very horrifying 
reading some of the comments on them. The sales person would tell you there’s a return policy and that
if the customer don’t like the product s/he could just return it, and at the same time as the purchase is 
made the cashier would stamp the receipt “no returns” – and the next day there would be a new person 
standing there refusing the return.
I would never fall for anything like this because I try to use all natural products and if something is 
advertised as being a miracle worker and with a hefty price, it can’t be all natural. Although I have to 
warn mom, she’s so easily tricked and don’t know the word “reaserch” and “reviews”.

Christine
The same thing happened to me with Premier Dead Sea
cosmetics. Only i couldnt resist and ended up spending 100€ on
stuff i was never planning to buy. I actually felt very much like
hypnotised, i only realised what i’ve done when i got to my car in
the parking lot! Never ever talking to these kind of pushy,
disgusting salesmen!!!

Tree Mushroom

Haha so their ways are the same everywhere. I have never entered the store, but there is always 2 guys or 
a girl standing outside and inviting people to have a sample. I got a sample a long time ago, it was a face 
moisturizer, it smelled awful and made my skin feeling warm and going to break out…

1.JUNE 4, 2013REPLY 

M.ART
Hi there, these people are like something you use in Spain when you holiday there. Pushy, 
arrogant and unfriendly. I tried their products like you did and then told them no thanks. I walked 
away with a smirk on my face seeing them standing around glaring because I didn’t purchase. It 
was fun :)

Sharel
I had the EXACT same experience today, likely with the
exact same metrosexual sales “promoter”. I was so angry after I
left, which is what prompted me to look up this product and led me
to your blog (which so accurately describes the situation I was in
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today). I couldn’t believe how pushy and aggressive he was! After
he tested the “amazing” skin peel on my hand, I had the same
thought that the “dead skin” was actually just the product itself
congealing. But he continued to tell me how much I needed this
product, and then show me all his other products. He put an eye
cream around one of my eyes, and said that it instantly takes away
puffiness. When I said I couldn’t see the difference, he kept
making me look in different magnifying mirrors to compare (I almost
felt like this was a ploy and that I was getting pickpocketed while
I was sitting there looking in the mirror and not paying attention
to my purse). He then started showing me the prices and offered 2
products (each worth 130 pounds) for the “low” discounted price of
200 pounds for both. Then after realizing I was interested, he
started offering 3 products for the price of 2. When I still
wouldn’t budge, he then offered 2 products for 50 pounds total.
Which would sound like an amazing deal, since initially it was 260
pounds for the 2 items. What kind of business is this, that can
sell products at an 80% discount? It just sounded like a HUGE scam
to me. And when I said that 50 pounds was still too much to spend
on skincare products I didn’t know and that I wasn’t looking to
drop 50 pounds today for no reason, he started telling me how 50
pounds is nothing! Excuse me, but are we or are we not in a
recession? I can’t go around throwing away money, especially if I’m
just buying Elmer’s glue. I have also had a similar experience like
this at Sakare in Covent Garden, who also offer amazing “deals” and
“combinations” of products, and then lure you into their skincare
line which costs 100’s of pounds. And if you look at the return
policy at Sakare, there are so many rules and regulations about
when you can actually return the product, and that refunds are at
the discretion of the local distributor, and that they will only
offer refunds or exchanges if your statutory rights have been
affected. What the hell? Can’t you just return a product because
you decide you don’t want it anymore? Nope. That’s not one of the
listed acceptable reasons to return the product. And interestingly,
this metrosexual sales promoter at Orogold mentioned that he worked
at Sakare before moving to Orogold. Coincidence? Hmmm….. Isn’t
there some kind of Better Business Bureau in this country?

sandy
hii hanne,
I got the same approached but hers the thing .. I suffer from acne many years and I don’t need to say 
how bad acne looks. but when the sells Pearson approached me and sew the condition of my face he 



strait away offer me the acne mask witch is the problematic mask. in the mask you have the ingredient 
benzoyl précised , it usually come in a peel but its new to see in a mask and the tree tee oil .. apparently
the combination of the 2 of them together is new and very good for acne .
I can tell you that since I start using it I help me in a way that people could not understand, its dry’s the 
breakout and help to reduce the scars that I already have.
so I agree that there Taconic of selling is way off but I can tell you that there product are really good.
thanks
sandy

JUNE 11, 2013REPLY 

Hanne
Hi Sandy, or should I call you Hadar (that’s your real name right?). I just found you on Facebook 
through your e-mail and I see that you are friends with the seller who approached me in Covent Garden, 
what a coincidence…. Maybe you work at Oro Gold as well? The products you used must have been truly 
amazing because it doesn’t look like you have acne on any of your photos on Facebook……
I will say to you what I wrote at the very end of my post; even if the Oro Gold products work well, my advice
is still NOT to buy these products. A company that intimidates customers and lies to them should not 
be rewarded! If you read all the comments I have received on this post you see only negative experiences 
with this company. You should show it to your friends at Oro Gold!

Orsina
You go, Hanne! Love how you do your research!!! :-D  I had the Orogold experience yesterday at 
South Bay Galleria in Redondo Beach, California. The saleswoman all but yanked me into the store 
(ok, ok, it’s my afternoon off, no biggie) and told me she had items to help my acne. (I hadn’t 
expressed a problem with my acne, which is actually being helped by topical prescriptions, the only 
thing that has helped.) She rubbed some kind of serum on the top of my right hand, and grayish flecks 
came off; I was told they were dead skin. I was asked if I couldn’t see the difference between my right 
hand and my left (I couldn’t).
Today I checked their website, and maybe I’m naive to the industry, but I nearly passed out when I saw 
the prices on their products!!! One woman posted a complaint that she was allergic to gold, and they 
assured her there was no gold in it. That tells me they’ll say anything to get you to buy. (Although I 
have to wonder why someone would believe that a company called Orogold would have products w/o 
gold — that’s why they’re so pricey, right?!)
I’m glad y’all told me about PVA, I’m going to do my own research on that as well.

Rekha
I had the same experience. I bought the product for a huge
amount as a result of my naivity. I agree with most of the
comments. The salesman are well- trained to “hypnotize”. they can
make you fall in their”trap” if you dont have the will power” to
say no. there is no return policy as I tried and was unsuccessful.
These people should be stopped.

Miranda
I have also had an extremely negative experience with OroGold. At West Edmonton Mall, I was lured 
in by a sales lady offering a gift bag with free samples as my sister-in-law and I approached, and the 
lady had convinced us to give a few minutes of our time. She sat me down in the chair, and asked what 
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products I used on my face, and commented on how much redness and how many break outs I have on 
my face. I felt absolutely insulted, as I honestly do not have any breakouts (1 scar only) and as I am 
very fair in skin colour, I naturally have VERY red cheeks, it happens when I am shy, when I laugh, 
when I run, or anything, I just naturally have very red cheeks! She repeatedly told me I needed to take 
care of this sensitivity as it was making my skin very bad.
She showed me the different products, and as you mentioned, did the whole “dead skin” thing and all 
of that, and showed me the great deal she was giving me (over hundreds of dollars even with the 
“deal”). She asked me to compare wrists, obviously I did not see a difference, I actually saw more 
redness on the arm she had applied the product onto. I told her that I would think about it, and consult 
with my sister-in-law (who was outside at this moment taking a call), and come back later. She rudely 
asked why I had to consult with her, that it was my own decision. While my sister-in-law was still 
outside the shop, she took me to the back and showed me the “facial room”. She then asked what I put 
on my nails, and criticised me for using a base coat, saying that it was not good for my nails 
(completely irrelevant to what products she was showing me). My sister-in-law came back and let me 
know that our family was waiting for us elsewhere in the mall. We let the sales lady know and she 
persisted to show us more products. We politely tried to ease out of it telling her we would come back 
but really had to go now. She told me rudely that I needed a proper routine to fix all the redness and 
breakouts on my skin. My sister-in-law told her that I already had a routine, and she sarcastically said, 
“What routine? Putting on moisturizer? You need a lot more than that sweetheart, you need a proper 
routine”. At this point, she had insulted me far enough, and we left the samples and walked out the 
store.
This is definitely NOT the way to sell products. I personally do not take these things to heart at all, so it
doesn’t bother me so much. But when selling a BEAUTY product, shouldn’t the salesperson make the 
customer actually feel beautiful? I actually really enjoyed the products, as you have also mentioned, I 
like the idea of them, they smelled great and to know they were natural was great as well. However, I 
would never buy these products, nor recommend it to anyone, nor even go back into their store. At first 
I thought it was just this particular sales lady, but from all of these similar negative experiences, it 
seems as if these salespersons are actually trained to behave in this way and with the same attitude. 
This seriously should not be allowed.

Tay
I am a user of orogold cosmetics , and have been for the last 5 to 6 years . The change in my skin is just
simply amazing. I may add that the sales person was wonderful, proved to me that’s be she did actually 
care about me and my skins need. Orogold cosmetics is just an amazing products, I can not express 
how much it has improved my skin . I’m defiantly disappointed to hear this, especially coming from a 
professional beauty page .it is disgusting to hear you putting down a products thats been recognized 
and loved by millions of people around the world .
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Hanne
Hi Clair/Tay, or Ali Tozer is your real name right? You can change your e-mail address but you have 
the exact same IP address as your “friend” Clair. It’s funny to see that my intentions about you working 
for Oro Gold were right, I just found you on Facebook and your profile picture is you in an Oro Gold shop. 
I’ve never said that your “amazing” products doesn’t work but your sales tactics are disgusting, just look at 
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all the comments I’ve got on this post, from people all over the world! They are all negative! Shame on you
for tricking innocent people into buying overpriced products with your filthy sale tactics. I hope you 
show this post (and all the comments) to your colleagues at Oro Gold! The fact that you feel the need to 
look up blog posts like mine and leave fake comments under fake names just show how desperate you 
guys are!

Lucky Escapee :)
A few days ago I’ve been offered a sample of Oro Gold 24K moisturizing day cream while walking 
down High Street Kensington in London. I took it,and the sales girl said she’ll give me another one if I 
follow her into the store (which I stupidly did). The usual hard sale pitch, throwing products and prices 
at me, not letting me read the list of ingredients and claiming that I have to start looking after my face-
EXCUSE ME?!?!?! And the ‘special’ discount, because the sales girl ‘really liked me’-please, she 
knew me all of 5 minutes. I walked out saying that there’s no way I’m spending so much money on 
unknown product without using a sample first, surely that’s the point of giving them out? I work in one 
of the shops nearby and I won’t let them get away with bullying people into spending fortune on 
average product.
Cherry on the cake: when I said I’ll be back if the sample is really that amazing, I was given their 
brochure. Unfortunately I threw it away, but I remember laughing at the ‘doctor’ who endorses their 
products: he’s a doctor alright, from California, but he’s acupuncture and alternative therapies specialist
– what does he know about skin care?

Nette
I have never felt as harrassed and intimidated as what I experienced on thursday. I was happily 
enjoying a causal stroll along Covent Garden having finished a works training day, when I was set upon
by this young assistant stood outside the store. Here opening lines were: “Wow you’re incredibily 
beautiful, have you tried this product before?” My response was no, and tried to get across that I 
couldn’t stop. She cleverly said I could try a sample, of which I found myself then being lurred into the 
store. BIG MISTAKE!!!!!
I was also fed the b******t!!!! lines that the ingredients contained gold and what it does to the skin 
with an exhaustive physiological lecturer. I too was asked about my skincare products used and daily 
regime. After 10 minutes of feeling I was being suffocated, I tried to stop the woman in her tracks by 
telling her I had no intentions of buying the products and that I thoroughly was enthralled by her pitch. 
Who was I to say that. Boy, if her eyes were daggers I would have been slashed in an instance. I was 
aggressively attacked by her saying that she was a “promoter” and not a “salesperson” and that I would 
be getting such a great offer if I bought two products and she would throw in a “free” gift. Not to 
mention that we are not talking about silly money but “£300 for a frigging serum. Guys, be aware of 
the assistant called Ella she is lethal. Do avoid the orogold store, run and keep running!!!

Lorraine d
It really is unbelievable that this is all over the world,
with the same tactics! I was scammed in a Mall in Miami over a year
ago…Same story…I left the mall feeling betrayed and fooled at
the money I spent, which I would never do in my lifetime for two
products of any kind…when I got to the car I pulled out the bill
planning to return it and saw the bill said I could not return it



after the sale!! I was visiting the US and leaving the following
day….felt so upset at the waste of money, the dishonesty, and the
extremely bad purchase that I still can’t bring myself to use the
products…they are still exactly as purchased in the boxes I got
them in – untouched….how can the authorities allows this to
continue so openly and officially in places like a mall. I can
understand if you are buying it in some shady back street or
something so, but there is also a certain level of trust that goes
with shopping in a Mall where other reputable companies are
represented…they should be shut down and not allowed to do
business like that….but this has taught me a lesson….no matter
how much of a bully or a sweet talker someone is, if alarms are
going off in your head that it does not seem quite right, forget
about being polite back or not making a scene, be just as
aggressive back if you need to and don’t take their “offended
feelings” to heart by giving in, it’s just part of the ploy…WALK
AWAY!!!

Sioux
I wasn’t so lucky at not buying from these people. The lady
put stuff on my face and when I asked her how much it was she said
$199.00. She then proceeded to show me more products and then she
kept throwing in other stuff to sweeten the deal she was giving me.
She want to give me a small facial with these other products and
when I asked her how much the products were for the face lift she
quoted $8,000.00 for 6 products. She said a face liff would
probablly cost $30,000.00 and this only cost $8,000.00. I told her
I didn’t have that kind of money. Then she said that if I buy
$30,000.00 worth of products she would only charge me $4,000.00.
When i said I don’t think so she started lowering the price down to
$2,000.00 and the then to $1,500.00. She kept telling me that this
was between me and her and I shouldn’t tell anyone. As it is, I
ended up spending $400.00 on 2 products with 3 other products
thrown in to sweeten the deal. Boy did I learn a valuable lesson.
My husband was very sweet about what happened.


